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Egypt. This was partly because Egypt had the advantage of borrowing what Sumer had
painstakingly developed over a long period of time and partly because Egypt's
geographic isolation led to the very early development of a highly centralized political
state which in turn speeded up the building of civilization-but at enormous cultural
cost to its creativity. In contrast, the independent city-states of Sumer laboriously
built up a common cultural and educational network before they developed a political
unity which was eventually imposed upon them by outsiders.
Remember that the three characteristics of the civilizational process in Sumer, in
addition to the invention of writing and schools, were urbanization, social differentia-
tion, and political institutionalization. While all three were interrelated, urbanization
and social differentiation played especially significant roles in the formation of the
Sumerian temple communities while political institutionalization under the war leaders
came later with the rise of the city-states.
In contrast, the formative period in Egypt took place primarily under the
political stimulus and leadership of the pharaoh-king, who made the entire land of
Egypt into a kind of enormous personal estate ruled by him from his elaborate
household or court-city. Cities were never as important in Egypt as they were in Surner
or later in Greece, and the cities of Egypt never achieved the fairly large measure of
autonomy that they did in the Mesopotamian empires or in the Hellenistic or Roman
empires. Another way to put it is that Egypt "never reached the full urban stage."29
Similarly, even though Egypt did display the growth of social differentiation and
specialization of economic and political functions characteristic of civilization else-
where, it did not produce the strong, wealthy, self-conscious organizations of a
professional kind that characterized the city-states of Sumer. The agricultural villages
remained the dominant economic unit; the cities never became independent intel-
lectual or cultural centers. The king's royal household played the role of the city, and
the king's family of officials and retainers was the civil bureaucracy. This meant less
autonomy and less flexibility in Egyptian civilization from the very beginning, a
circumstance that earlier produced less creativity in Egyptian education and a longer
period of constricted repetition.
Indeed, the development of writing itself may have had an even more important
political ingredient in Egypt that it had in Mesopotamia. The usual assumption is that
writing was developed in Egypt primarily for the economic advantage accruing from
the need to keep an accurate calendar to predict the rise and fall of the Nile and for
the religious purposes of assuring the god-kings' happiness in the next world. The very
term hieroglyphic reveals the religious and magical character of the wall writings
designed to decorate the tombs, temples, and monuments of the kings. But the
political purpose of Egyptian writing is revealed by the early development of a more
simplified script called hieratic, a kind of shorthand to be used for all the practical
purposes of state, economy, and science for which the hieroglyphic script was too
cumbersome and esoteric. Its political purpose is stated succinctly by Professor Jean
Lelant of Strassbourg University, who says that "in Egypt writing is contemporaneous
with the creation of the single state, and with the systematic organization of irrigation.
29 Ibid., p. 35.

